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Introduction

Many thanks for giving us this opportunity to submit our
ideas. We hope that the information provided herein will
demonstrate our ability, expertise and experience to
achieve the task as outlined in the brief. 

We are really excited about the potential to work with the
Schools Food Trust on future assignments.   

I have written this document as a guide to how Mando
Group would tackle this creative brief. I have tried to keep
it simple and use pictures and bullet points to explain the
concepts. At this stage however, they are literally ideas
rather than definitive creative executions. 

If you have any questions or are unclear about anything
then please do not hesitate to get in touch with me:

Direct line: 0151 282 8048
Mobile: 07806 700 101
Email: greg.smith@mandogroup.com
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Strategy:
01. Comms model

Advertising

Interactive

Direct 

Mail

PR

Having thought a lot about this project, I feel that
the most important element to making this work is
how the comms idea is floated into ‘the
communities’.

I see it working best if there are four different modes
of communication tied to one single comms idea.

As you know, the traditional approach to getting an
idea out there would work something like this:



Advertising

Interactive

Direct 

Mail

PR

Community

But, I see it working along the lines of this:

The four different modes of communication should
be tailor made to suit the audiences:

1. The Pupils
2. The Parents
3. The School Stakeholders (including the LEA)
4. Local Business
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Strategy:
02. Creative idea

‘Pimp my Canteen’ I feel as a creative idea is too
narrow to engage with these communities on the
whole because: 

1. It assumes that everyone will know this as an
MTV program Pimp my Ride (PMR). Even some
of the kids we have spoken to don’t PMR. The
program has a very niche audience; people into
urban music types such as Hip Hop, R+B,
Jungle, Garage etc - Great for innercity
London/Manchester etc, not so great for Middle
England Lincon/Hull.

2. The nicheness is therefore lost amongst other
key members of the communities.

3. Negative conatations suggested by SFT towards
the word PIMP...

4. Offcom ‘INDEX 120’ Junk Food ad ban initiative
places PMR high on this agenda.

PMR however does have some positive aspects
from a graphical point of view appeal to ‘youth’ and
we would use a similar approach to all creative
work.

Taking all of this into consideration I feel that a more
broader approach would be needed in order to give
the concept a fighting chance of success and gain
as much community buy-in as possible.



Therefore, our proposed idea would be based on
the theme OUR SPACE:

1. OUR SPACE as a concept can speak to all the
communities without the need to explain what
the concept is about; reducing alienation - a
more holistic idea.

2. OUR SPACE has subconcious links to the
popular community based site ‘My Space’
therefore making it cool.

3. It is an ideal mechanic to foster ‘buzz’ within 
the community.

4. As you will see later, can be used in an
educational / skills based context.

The logo
I have based the design
around a heart shape to
give off signals 
‘LOVE’ OUR SPACE... 

I have chosen to use hard
edges to depict that it is ‘an
area’ from a plan view. 

The background texture has
a mixture of greys and vivid
colours to communicate a
transition from boring to
exciting. 

The diagonal application of
the lines again empasises
dynamic movement and
excitment.
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Strategy:
02. Creative idea

So how will this work?
If you remember back to our original presentation,
we talked about the idea of ‘X Box to X Factor’. We
envisage OUR SPACE to be a talent competition
held during lunchtimes at the schools with the
pupils, staff putting forward the most talented
proteges through to a regional final.

Talent encouraged should be an ‘everything-goes’
affair to gain maximum engagement from musicians
to magicians and everything else in between. It is
important that there is no discrimiation towards
talent and culture.

OUR SPACE make-over would then be about
modifying part or all the canteen space into an area
where this type of activity could encouraged to
continue for future years. Equipment won could
include drama stuff like a modular stage or set built
to a theme, props like decks or costumes, sports
equipment etc.

Competitions in the USA like the Spelling Bee
[www.spellingbee.com] have proven to become part
of the American cultural heritage and we feel that
this approach could achieve this status very quickly.
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regional final: Merseyside
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National final: All areas

Stage One
Schools choosing to
take part in an area
compete with their
peers during a 6 week
time period. The pupils
will be peer reviewed
and mount indiviual
campaigns to get
themselves voted as
the best. Voting would
be an online app eg:
ourspace.org/meresyside/schname

Stage Two
The best 3 pupils from
each school would then
have a day out to battle
with all the other
winners from the
schools in the area.

This part will be judged
by a panel like Xfactor.
This panel could be
made up from local
guest celebs? 

The winning school in
the region then goes
through to the national
final.

Stage Three
The national final would
be held in London at a
venue that would be
large enough to
accomdate support
brought down from the
schools on coaches.

There will be ten
winners overall gaining
a makeover, with one
school getting crowned
2008 champion. They
will get an extra yet to
be determined prize.
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Strategy:
03. Communicating the idea

As I said previously, the idea needs to be deployed
to four different target audiences:

1. The Pupils
2. The Parents
3. The School Stakeholders (including the LEA)
4. Local Business

Each communication will have a different emphasis
based around engaging with the OUR SPACE idea.
All the communications used would promote and
encourage an enthusiasm ethic - ‘taking part’ for
the greater good of the community as the over-
arching theme.

1. The Pupils
The approach taken would be to use call-to-action
posters and leaflets that could be put up around
schools that communicate the benefits of the
project. Messages used could be about fame which
is a fairly strong trigger for teens. Tie-ups with
record companies who often send their new groups
out to schools as part of their promotion activities
maybe a good way to launch the events. Another
good mechanic would be postcards that are
commonly displayed in cinemas. 

2. The Parents
Communications sent to parents via the pupils
would focus on the benefits of getting new facilities,
encouragement towards getting their kids to take
part in the project. Parents will also be able to
watch output and vote via the website.



3. Stakeholders
Again focusing on getting the pupils to take part for
the greater good of the school and using their skills
to draw out confidence in the pupils. 

PR hints and tips plus templates could be given to
help them engage with the local press and if
applicable free press in the area. Most papers love
to promote the community ethic and this idea is
very news worthy. They could cover the heats held
over their territory as a local interest item. 

Further ways to spread the idea could be to liaise
with regional TV news shows eg: Granada Reports,
London Tonight etc and local BBC/independent
radio networks.

4. Local Business
To get them to help with any funding issues that
may arise. Most people in local businesses will have
children that go to the local schools and as a result
should be easy to gain involvement. Could also be
opportunities for sponsorship too.
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Strategy:
03. Communicating the idea
Stakeholders

I see this initial communication as a letter and or
eshot to a Headteacher of any given school. The
letter would detail information about the project for
the head to communicate to the rest of the staff and
other stakeholders such as PTA groups so they can
get an understanding of the projects aims and what
it means for the school and them.

This letter will also contain a unique reference
number which will be used to activate an account
when signing up to the website. 

Upon activation a second ‘welcome’ pack will be
released which will contain comms to be given out
to parents and templates as mentioned earlier to aid
media encouragement. Examples would include
posters to be put up in canteens and hallways,
flyers to be handed out to the pupils and placed in
areas such as the canteen and possibly more
detailed information leaflets etc.

If activation does not occur, up to three follow up
letters should be sent over two week periods.
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Strategy:
03. Communicating the idea
Pupils

your talent could help 

turn your school

canteen 

FROM THISFROM THIS TO THIS!

Glossy picture or artist
impression would be inserted
here...

Creative aimed at pupils would need to be bright,
cool and very contemporary. The illustrations show
how it could be approached. 

I have chosen to used a white cut out illustrative
style rather than photographic so that the viewer
could see themselves in the image. Below could be
a spread from a 4pp leaflet that communicates how
the particpant involvement could transform the
canteen.
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Strategy:
03. Communicating the idea
Parents

There will need to be a cohesive approach as this
communication would need to forwarded by the
pupils. They would need to know the visual identity
and what it stands for to stand a chance of reaching
its destination. 

Parents are very good at moaning about how
rubbish their kids’ schools are. This is an ideal
opportunity for them to get up and do something
about it and have fun doing it. 

After talking to some parents l can draw a loose
conculsion that they were not impressed by the way
that school dinners have changed. A lack of
involvement/consultation leading them to rebel as
the media images at Rawmarsh showed - taking
orders and passing junk food through the railings 
to their kids.

A recent piece of research carried out by Unicef
shows the UK came bottom of 21 ‘economically
advanced’ countries surveyed on how we are
bringing our children up, poor diets, anti-social
behaviour...
[http://society.guardian.co.uk/children/story/0,,2012
512,00.html] Involvement on this level may go
someway to act as a start point to reversing that
trend?

This comms piece should go out approx one to two
weeks after the activation of the website account.
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Strategy:
03. Communicating the idea
Local Businesses

Local business have an opportunity to help make
this project become a reality. Schools are
hamstrung by tight budgets and in order to make
this happen may need to approach them for help.

There was a program on ITV a while back, called 
A Little Help From Your Friends where each week a
celebrity was given a challenge to do something
that would make an impact within a local
community, for example, build a hut in the park to
store games stuff etc. They would rally around with
old school mates, all the local businesses to get
timber, fixtures and fittings etc to make the project
happen.

I would see an idea along the lines of this as a
potential route to engage local businesses, both pre
and post competition.

This in turn would generate good PR Stories for
both the businesses and the schools not just in
local press but, I feel, would also carry weight with
local TV news eg. Paul Crone reporting on Granada
Tonight. See the link for more info:
[http://www.thecronezone.co.uk/102337.html] 
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Strategy:
03. Communicating the idea
Website

Developing a web site will be integral to this as a
project. I see it being the point of call for all
information relating to the project. 

It will also act as a great benchmark to gain
understanding on how people are taking up the idea
and deliver tangible results for your reporting
methods.

I see the site as a Portal: ourspace.org for example.
The diagram opposite shows a rough snapshot of
how it would work.



ourspace.org

DM

About VOTE ETC

ourspace.org/AREA/myschool

our school

Forward to a friend...

MMS and SMS

email

NEXT... 

Upload a Clip?

My Profile:

Hi I’m Jane Dodds and i am

a singer! I hope one day to be as

famous as Britainy Spears

Get involved ETC

Get involved

VOTE

VOte for me?

Homepage
This would be where the
call-to-action on all other
comms would point. Here
you can find out about the
project and the
communities involved.
There will be a major push
for people to ‘get
involved’ and sign up.
This would need to be
done and verified by a
teacher. Comms sent to
teachers will include a
security code which
would be bespoke to that
school and set up by SFT.
This code will need to be
entered in order to create
an account.

Schools page
Upon registering a
school, clips could be
uploaded and profiles
of participants created.
To encourage viral
activity, clips could be
forwarded to friends.
Peer review and voting
will also be an active
part in determining who
from the school should
represent in the
regional final. Voting
would be open to
everyone including
parents.

Forwarded clips would
be pre and post fixed
with the OURSPACE
LOGO and URL along
with a generic clip on
how to get your school
involved.
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Thank you

I hope this document has demonstrated how we
pride ourselves on the quality of our work.

If you have any questions or are unclear about
anything then please do not hesitate to get in touch
with me: Greg Smith

Direct line: 0151 282 8048
Mobile: 07806 700 101
Email: greg.smith@mandogroup.com

We very much hope to have the opportunity to work
with you in the future!
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